
Quadra Community Association
Board of Directors meeting
February 24, 2004
Gateway Café
 Treasurers Report
 
- suggested all members bring $1 to meeting for treasury.
 
        Dalyces Report
 
- brief history of events over last 3 months of formation of QCA  to bridge gap between 
community and regional district.  If the community feels it is not adequately represented, 
why has the APC process not changed?  Dalyce expresses concern we may be dividing 
the QCA.
 
        APC
 
- Alex questions what public opinion will be of QCA putting board members on the APC.  
He feels either we should dominate the APC or remain autonomous of it. 
 
-  Group feels that although the APC is flawed without appropriate community 
representation, and thus any decisions based on APC direction are flawed, it is better to 
learn from our mistakes and move ahead, rather than withdraw and risk polarizing the 
situation. 
 
-  Group feels it is important to insure we have at least one member at future APC (next 
one on Mar.8) meetings aside from Claire and Barry.
 
        Steering Committees
 
-  Steering committees referred to as land use sectors not zones to avoid confusion.
 
-  Group agrees that guiding principles for formation of sub-committees outlined by Richard 
are acceptable.
 
-  Agriculture and Silviculture will be separated into two steering committees.  Dalyce will 
represent Agriculture and Jerry will represent Silviculture.  Item ammended to include 1 or 2 
QCA members per steering committee.
 
-  Entire group will work on General bylaws.
 
-  Alex will provide 8 copies of zoning maps for steering committees.
 
-  Richard will separate PDF file into zones and definitions applicable for each steering 
committee. 
 
-  Those who do not have a copy of the OCP will be able to get one from the regional 
district web-site in Adobe-Acro reader format.
 
-  Barry will facilitate updated changes to OCP from Jim.



 
-  Bruce will provide the local government act.
 
-  Cam will provide Industry Practices document applicable for aqua-processing.
 
-  Someone will get a copy of David Smiths liabilities form to compare with existing Health 
Regulations and their relation to bylaws.
 
-  Richard will work on format for steering committee presentations.
 
-  All directors to create sector specific questions (How do you define land use in this zone?) 
to be asked at steering committee presentations.


